September 2017 Student and Staff of the Month Write Ups
FACE: Daniel “Cooper” Gregory from Ms Mestaz: Daniel “Cooper” Gregory just started FACE and he’s
already a pro at following directions. He has a pleasant and courteous personality. We are so happy to
have him in FACE! Good job, Cooper, we are so proud of you.
Isabelle Dixon is Cooper’s aunt. She is awesome! She is a great role model for children and adults. She
always participates and has very clear goals that she wants to achieve. I have no doubt that she will
achieve every single one of them! We are so happy to have her in FACE! Thanks for helping to keep the
Circle Strong Isabelle!
Kindergarten: Ivory Soke from Ms Phillips I am choosing Ivory because she is a wonderful student. Ivory
has been to school every day. She is making great progress in her academics. She is always coming in
with a huge smile on her face and ready to do what we are doing for the day. She has such a kind heart
and is extremely caring to everyone. She has a bubbly personality and is one of the sweetest little girls I
know.
First: Aness Lopez from Ms Tuchawena Anessa comes to school daily ready to learn. She is always
prepared and completes her school work and homework. Anessa is very smart and answers questions
with the correct answers. If she needs help, she asks for it. Anessa comes to school with a good attitude
and a bright smile. Thank you Anessa!
Second: Adam Webb from Ms Jensen: I nominate Adam Webb for 2nd grade SOM. Adam is a pleasure to
have in class this year, due to his positive attitude and willingness to complete all assignments. He goes
out of his way to help other students when they are struggling in Math and demonstrates the “believe
you can” motto for our class. He always does his homework and is on time every day he come to school.
Third: Nathan Hernandez from Ms Smith Nathan is an outstanding student who works very hard to
create high-quality work. He is kind to others and respectful to his teachers. He has made tremendous
strides since the beginning of the year, and I know that he will continue to do an exceptional job
throughout his school year.
Fourth: Gio Montalbo from Ms Rollins I have been lucky enough to work with my class for two years.
Since the beginning of third grade, I have seen dramatic growth in many of my students, but one in
particular has made huge changes in the way he behaves. I have gone from having daily disruptions to
disruptions very seldom. When they occur, this child will even come to me and say that he knows what
he did was wrong and state what he can do differently next time.
Gio works hard to complete work and improve on the quality of the work they complete. Gio’s reading is
outstanding and he is working hard to improve his math. Gio is an amazing artist and brings me a picture
a day. I have them at home on file and will still have when he is a famous artist.
Staff: Ms Stewart, Food Service Manager, from Ms Ruiz. I would like to nominate Ms Susan from the
Cafeteria. Thank you, Ms Susan, for all your hard work since you came on board. Thank you for helping
us so graciously and generously with our staff and school events. From Day 1 you jumped right in and

became a part of our team! Your hard work and dedication to our school is noticed and very much
appreciated.

